Guidelines for Book Reviews
Texas Gulf Historical and Biographical Record
Submission
Deadline: September 30, [TBA]
Please submit review in Microsoft Word as an email attachment to jlbryan@lamar.edu. If
you do not receive confirmation within seven (7) days, please resubmit or contact the
editor.
Please use the following heading for your review:
[TBA]
At the end of the review, state your name as you wish for it to appear and your affiliation or
hometown. For example: Jimmy L. Bryan Jr., Lamar University; or Jimmy L. Bryan Jr.,
Beaumont, TX
Content and Style
Reviews are 500-750 words in length, double-spaced, and in 12-point Times New Roman
font.
The Record publishes reviews of books that fall within its scope of the Texas Gulf Coast and
Southeast Texas as well as books with a general appeal to readers interested in Texas
history and cultural.
Write for both general and scholarly audiences.
Do not simply summarize the book. Describe clearly and concisely the nature, scope, and
thesis of the book. Locate it in the relevant literature and indicate its contribution to
scholarship. Evaluate the book according to the authors’ stated objectives. Do not write a
review about the book you wished the author had written.
Do not be overly critical of the book. If you are unable to find any redeeming value, please
contact the editor.

Use quotations sparingly and with brevity. Cite quotes with the page number in
parentheses at the end of the sentence, before the period, but outside the quotation marks:
“Cite quotes in this manner” (90).
Do not quote from another book or article. If you reference to another book, please provide
the author’s name, the full title of the book, and the book’s date of publication, or if you cite
a journal article, include the author’s name, brief article title, journal name, and the year of
publication.
Do not use titles, either professional or social, in referring to the author.
Consult The Texas Gulf Historical and Biographical Record Style Guide for further stylistic
suggestions.
The book we send, of course, is yours to keep, and we will provide you with a copy of The
Record in which your review appears. We can provide Acrobat .pdf copies of your review
upon request.

